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What lies ahead… if in just a nick of time, this world will be gone? If these wondrous deeds of Deity from heaven fade away? What lies ahead… if this world that’s covered with blue skies, turn into darkness and the cool breeze turns into a burning hell? What lies ahead… if the fragrance of flowers in the meadows that transpire peace and serenity, disappear? What lies ahead… if the plague that’s created by mankind, leads them into a chaotic world? What lies ahead .... if this world is ruled by power? The silence breaks and a war explodes. What lies ahead… if we put this place and its people in imminent danger? What lies ahead… if disaster comes in our way, with no place to stay, no food to eat, and no water to drink? What lies ahead... if this world will vanish? And, what lies ahead...if this time, we make our world a better place?
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